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About This Content

Toposim US Mountain West for FSX: Steam Edition provides LOD 12 / 10m Multi-LOD terrain mesh for this topographically
varied region of the United States, improving the accuracy of the default terrain mesh and offering a marked improvement to

the landscape profile.

VFR flying over this region of the United States has never been more realistic with lakes, mountains and ground undulations all
where they should be.

Please note this pack corrects the default terrain mesh and does not include any textures.

This pack includes terrain mesh for the following US States:

Colorado

Idaho

Montana

Utah

Wyoming
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Good work out, graphics are bare bones, Fun game if you are stoned....period.. What a masterpiece...............................

20\/10 would refund again <3. Overall Score: 4.5\/5

---{Gameplay}---
\u2611 Try not to get addicted
\u2610 Very good
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Ehh
\u2610 Bad

---{Graphics}---
\u2610 Masterpiece
\u2610 Beautiful
\u2611 Good
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Awful

---{Audio}---
\u2611 mythical
\u2610Very good
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Not too bad
\u2610 Bad

---{Story}---
\u2610 Will make you cry or smile alot
\u2610 Average
\u2610 Good
\u2611 Lovely
\u2610 Something isnt nothing I guess

---{Difficulity}---
\u2610 Just press a bunch of buttons
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\u2610 Easy
\u2610 Significant brain usage
\u2611 Easy to learn \/ Hard to master
\u2610 Not so easy
\u2610 Difficult. I don't think this game has a lot of potential.

It sparked something in me the moment I saw it, and I thought to myself I could really enjoy this game, but after playing I can
say aloud that it wasn't for me at all.

What I liked:

Easy to understand (objectives, controls).
Fast paced (not much of a waiting game, constantly on the move).
Challenging (keeping up with demand isn't always easy).
Lively (the npcs are fun to work with, even if they don't say anything).
Daily cycle (open the shop in the morning, close at night).

What I found dissatisfying:

Monotonous (repetitive).
Objects (large\/medium\/small - everything looks unattractive).
Hard to move in a tight shop (part of the game, but if the NPC can move through a tight spot, why can't I?)
Sprint is a tad bit slow.

I don't know .. I just don't like the game.
. If you love the original game you will definitely love this DLC,everything it includes add fun to the original.
In fact I think the price of this is much more reasonable compared to the base version.. The idea of an RPG with a WW2
aircrafts sounds great. But the handling is awefull. I was about to throw my flightstick out of the window because it did
everything but what i wanted him to do. Even installed my old IL-2 just to compare. And no its not the flightstick....
However the handling of the aircrafts seems to be more precise when using keyboard or maybe a gamecontroller, but I will not
use a keyboard or gamecontroller for flying planes.. I enjoyed playing this game with my daughter. She was on her PC and me
on mine, full screen on each end. We had fun exploring and building and fighting skeletons. Now I cannot join a game with her
at all and vice versa. We've updated the game and steam and are still unable to play without plugging another controller in to the
same PC, sit right up on each other and deal with an irritating split screen. What happened LEGO (or maybe Steam)? Why is
this game now less playable? I'll change my thumbs down to a thumbs up when this is fixed.. Using same review for all Zup
games.

------------------------------------

Main reason to get, make your profile look better with the many differently designed achievements.

Very cheap and would highly recommend when in bundle.

Loads of achievements for the achievement hunters.

Can be fun to play but games are not very long because of easy puzzles.

Heard that there is a Zup 5 in greenlight.

If they can make some original achievements fair enough but as a steam user that wishes we have something like a gamerscore
like with the Xbox, games like this would not exist on steam.

(but would probs still get if very cheap)

. Experience an electric ritual firsthand, where babies sacrifice their thralls to feed their sadistic delusions. Then plunge
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headfirst into the shoes of a detective you only know for a brief moment before the game crashes and you're left wondering
what it all was for...
That is the mystery, that is the adventure.. Great time-killer game even the game is relatively short in my opinion. (o.o)b
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you wanna press the button 100k times and you win. Very intuitive and useful. This is a great tool to add to the box.. DLC
verdict: Get it on sale OR Get it in the bundle with the base game

Comment:
Another great ambient soundtrack by Amanita Design and Tomas Dvorak. It is easy to listen to while performing other
tasks as it nicely creates a relaxing atmosphere. Also available in this package is the art book which shows the creative
process that goes into making the art for Machinarium. Best to get all of this in the bundle with the base game (or the
Amanita Bundle).
------------------------------------------------------------------
If you liked this DLC review you can find more in my Review Corner.. The game has currently a few flaws. It is already
better than FIFA and has the potential to become the best soccer game in the world some day.. There was no story at
all, 4 songs and sometimes it would distort the screen if you do well. Once you finish the game it just loops the last song
over and over without telling you whats happening. Not really a horror game. they said 7 songs but 3 are an "arcade
mode". Wouldn't bother.. Really short, and the hand controllers glitched out a few times while I was playing. But it is a
free demo, and I was intrigued enough to want to see what the developer can come up with in a larger experience.
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